Rescuing Wildlife
By Angela McLaughlin ~ THE JOURNAL

A

bird’s nest falls from a tree, a
litter of baby rabbits nearly gets
run over by a lawnmower —
these all-too-familiar scenarios happen
when we least expect them. Some are
situations we cannot handle on our
own, such as an injured owl stuck in
the garage.
Spring and summer bring an
explosion of newborn wildlife, and
with it comes an escalation in

animal cases that may require
human intervention.
Luckily for residents of Ramona,
there are a variety of resources
at hand.
Wildlife rescue and rehabilitation
are tricky tasks for a number of
reasons, the most obvious being that
some animals are not easy to handle.
It is difficult to determine when to
step in and when to keep your
distance. Oftentimes, young animals
perceived as parentless are just fine
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An orphaned bobcat kitten is a patient
at the Fund for Animals Wildlife Center,
where it will remain until it is old enough
to be released back into the wild.
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where they are. Mother rabbits, for
example, habitually feed their young
at dawn and dusk — times when most
of us are unable to observe them.
Many people believe the nest has been
deserted when this is not the case.
The Fund for Animals Wildlife
Center (FFAWC) on Highland Valley
Road, our local wildlife rescue and
rehab facility, is a great source of
information in these instances, as well
as a drop-off location for injured native
wildlife. When concerned individuals
reach out to local resources, many
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incidents of unnecessary human
involvement can be avoided.
In the case of a litter of rabbits,
methods of determining whether or
not they are truly orphaned may be
as simple as sprinkling a thin circle
of flour around the nest, waiting until
the next day, and then checking to
see if the flour has been disturbed by
the parent during the night. This is
just one illustration of the information
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available to those who ask
FFAWC for guidance.
FFAWC, whose mission is
“rescue, rehab, release,” provides a safe place for injured
and orphaned wildlife to get
back on their feet — or wings.
With a team of dedicated,
trained professionals and volunteers, the center is a great
first contact when questions
arise. Educating the public is
an important part of the wildlife care they provide.
Stacey Parker, wildlife caregiver at FFAWC, says, “Every
An opossum receives care.
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species plays a vital role in
our ecosystem.” That’s why
it is important for them to
“provide rehabilitation to
native animals in Southern
California.”
Parker’s advice on what to
do when a possible rescue
animal is found is simple:
Observe them first, gather as
much information as possible,
and then call the center for
further instruction. This way,
individuals will know whether
or not to approach the animal,
what to look for and the best
way to manage the situation.
She cautions, “Never grab,
feed or water an animal withA red-tailed hawk is evaluated by FFAWC staff members before being
out getting advice first.”
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flight-tested and released.
This is sound guidance
from someone who has dedivisit www.fundforanimals.org. Emergency Animal Rescue.
cated her life to animal rescue
Founded in 1993, the rescue
If you are uncomfortable
and rehabilitation. She has
helps animals all over San
handling wildlife, contact
taken to heart the adage, “We
Diego County.
speak for those who cannot
Lately, the majority of their
speak for themselves,” and
rescues have been wildlife,
is proud to be part of an
but the group also aids homeorganization that encourages
owners in rescuing farm
her drive.
animals and household pets.
As a triage center for
Though they do not provide
injured wildlife that also
rehabilitation care for injured
includes specialized areas for
wildlife, they help with the
rehabilitation, FFAWC is an
important part of physically
important place for wildlife
removing the animal from its
that need aid and residents
complicated position.
A red-shouldered hawk receives
looking for assistance. They
Some of their recent restreatment at the center after being cue efforts include rescuing
may be contacted at wildlifehit by a car and left for dead.
rehab@fundforanimals.org or
a raven stuck in a chimney, a

Cal Fire Suspends Burn Permits
Cal Fire suspended all burn
permits for outdoor residential burning within the State
Responsibility Area of San
Diego and Imperial Counties.
As of June 13, all residential
burning of landscape debris,
such as branches and leaves,
is prohibited.
Despite the rain this winter
and spring, drought conditions
continue to increase fire danger in the region, which has
prompted this ban, according
to a statement from Cal Fire.
“San Diego lives with the
threat of wildfire year-round,
and it is critical that the public do their part to be extra
fire safe when outdoors,” said
Tony Mecham, Cal Fire San
JUNE 30, 2016

Diego Unit and County
Fire Chief.
Cal Fire Director Chief
Ken Pimlott encouraged
residents to ensure they have
a defensible space by clearing dead and dying vegetation
100 feet from all structures,
landscaping with fire-resistant
or drought-tolerant plants, and
finding alternative ways to dispose of landscape debris, such
as chipping it or hauling it to
a biomass energy facility.
Since the beginning of the
year, Cal Fire and firefighters
across the state have responded to more than 1,700 wildfires that have burned nearly
30,000 acres. In the Cal Fire
San Diego Unit, firefighters

have responded to more than
75 wildfires.
This burn restriction does
not apply to campfires within
organized campgrounds or
on private property as long
as the campfire is maintained to prevent wildfires.
Agriculture, land management,
fire training and other industry-type burning may proceed
as long as Cal Fire inspects
the burn site and issues a
special permit. Campfire
permits may be obtained at
local fire stations and online at
www.preventwildfireca.org.
Visit www.readyfor
wildfire.org. n

dog that fell into steep a
canyon, a steer that fell into
an old well, and numerous
other wild animals that found
themselves in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
The organization also
assists in answering phone
calls from concerned citizens
about how they can help and
steps that can be taken to do
their own wildlife rescues,
such as how to handle a hawk
that got hit by a car.
Jan Pickton of Emergency
Animal Rescue says it takes a
lot of on-the-job training for
volunteers to learn how to
help animals in need. Every
scenario is different, just like
every animal is different.
At times, she advises, “Leave
them alone and let them
do their thing,” since some
situations can get worse with

human involvement, especially
in the case of baby animals.
“Their survival rate is much
better with Mom,” she says.
Emergency Animal Rescue
has someone available 24/7
to answer calls and help
with questions, and to go on
rescue missions. They can be
reached at ear@rescueteam.
com or visit their website
emergencyanimalrescue.org.
They help release wildlife
— or in some cases relocate
them according to federal
regulations.
Why do organizations with
people like Pickton do what
they do?
“It’s the love of the
animals,” she says. “They’re
defenseless, and I would say
99.9 percent is human-caused.
We are just trying to correct
the balance.” n
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